Educational Values on Ludruk Story “Tragedi Kebun Tebu” made by Cak Edy Karya
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Abstract. Ludruk is one of Javanese traditional play from East Java regency. Ludruk contains the local wisdom, because ludruk play tells about Javanese society in its daily life. This research aims to describe and to explain about the educational values on Ludruk story Tragedi Kebun Tebu by Cak Edy Karya. This research is descriptive qualitative with sociological literature approach. Primary data source on this research is Ludruk story Tragedi Kebun Tebu by Cak Edy Karya. Secondary data source is taken from informant and document which are related with the play. The data is collected through content analysis and in-depth interview with some informants. The result of this research shows that Tragedi Kebun Tebu contains some educational values. Educational values contained in ludruk story are religious values, moral education, social education, and cultural education which reflected from characters in Tragedi Kebun Tebu. These values are reflected in Javanese society.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A traditional play from East Java that begins with remo dance is called Ludruk. Ludruk, as a literary work in form of play, contains many positive aspects which are useful for society [1]. Ludruk performance usually tells about the problems of life aspects in society. Before the play begins, the performance must begin with Remo dance as a welcoming dance to welcome the audiences [2]. Afterwards, it is followed by bedhaya, kidungan and proceed to the story that is going to be performed.

Kidungan is a parikan accompanied by gamelan gendhing jula juli. The topics of the kidungan can be a stand alone topic or related to the story that is going to be performed. Kidungan in ludruk play is also being sung by the Remo dancers, bedhayan dancer, and during jokes performances. Jokes is a component that cannot be separated from ludruk play [3]. The costumes for ludruk performers is adjusted based on the story performed. The language used is Javanese used in daily life, not the one used in formal occasion or the one used by the royal family [4]. This is due to the fact that the ludruk performances is first created based on the anxiety felt by the small people.

This article will review about one ludruk play entitled Tragedi Kebun Tebu. This play tells about the trials that befell Sukarsih family. The only child was killed in a sugar cane field. The husband went to jail. In addition, Sukarsih had to face her ambitious and kadonyan (worldly) father. The father acts haphazardly toward his child. Sukarsih was forced to sign the divorce
paper during his husband’s imprisonment and forced to marry the one he had chosen. A wealthy man who had become the director of Dutch sugar factory where Sukarsih’s father worked. Sukarsih’s father despised Sukandar, Sukarsih’s husband, for he refused to work with the Dutch and chose to fought against Dutch. These various trials were finally able to be faced by Sukarsih and Sukandar. They were able to continue their fights against Dutch colonization in their beloved homeland. Tragedi Kebun Tebu play contains positive and negative values that is presented through every characters behavior which can be used as teaching materials in social life. By understanding these various values, they can increase empathy, sensitivity, and responsiveness with the values of life so as to avoid being easily influenced to do somethings negative [5]. Based on the background above, the problem in this study is how the educational values become the exemplary in Tragedi Kebun Tebu play. The expected result of this study can be used as teaching materials for teachers to be taught to the students, primarily about what is appropriate to be imitated and what is not appropriate to be imitated. Besides that, it can be continued by the younger generation to form and strengthen the noble characters.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This research is descriptive qualitative research. In this research, the researcher takes notes and analyze Tragedi Kebun Tebu play by Cak Edy Karya and conduct an interview with the writer Drs. Eko Edy Susanto, M.Si who is familiarly addressed as Cak Edy Karya. In addition, the interview is also conducted with the experts such as Prof. Dr. Suyitno, M. Pd and Prasetyo Adi Wisnu Wibowo, S.S., M. Hum as technique of data validation through source and methods triangulation. Technique of data analysis applied is interactive analysis [6]. The first step is the researcher collects the data by analyzing the Tragedi Kebun Tebu play and interviewing the informants. Second, reducing the data in accordance with the purpose of the research. Third, presenting the data in form of detailed decriptions to tell and to answer the questions. Fourth, drawing the final conclusions and verification so that the results can be accounted for.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

After analyzing the the data, it is found that there are some educational values in ludruk Tragedi Kebun Tebu. These educational values are representation of the message that author wants to convey. It is undeniable that in every literary works, there must be values that is conveyed by the authors through their works [7]. The educational values found in Tragedi Kebun Tebu play by Cak Edi Karya are religious, moral, social and cultural value. These four values are presented both implicitly and explicitly in the play.

3.1. Religious Value

Religious value is closely related to individual’s belief in the existence of God and its teachings. Tragedi Kebun Tebu play by Cak Edy Karya presents the religious value that can be used as reflections by the audience [8]. Sukarsih as the lead character has good religious value although she grew up and was educated by her worldly father. This can be seen in the quotation below.

'I have said before, dear. What is lacking from Gunandar that makes you reject his proposal? Now he has rank, the director of sugar factory, a wealthy man. The one you chose instead is Sukandar the poor, now you also become poor! (Tragedi Kebun Tebu, No 40 Page 68 attached on page 87)

Based on the quotation above, it can be seen that Sukarsih’s father is a type of person who puts material above all else. He does not realize that a person’s happiness cannot be measured by how much material he has. But living with someone he loves and who loves him is also a form of happiness. Sukarsih kept trying to make her father realized that she was happy with her life. However, her father kept insisting Sukarsih to divorce her husband. Sukarsih kept convincing his father that marriage is sacred. As her father who was the wali (the guardian of the bride) during her marriage, he was supposed to help so that the marriage would not be ended. What was done by her father had violated the religion and according to Sukarsih, such thing was outrageous.

Religious value is related with beliefs as a guideline in life. Religious value is a value that will remain relevant and is always needed in human life at any time [9]. Religious value can be seen in Sukarsih. Her submission to God’s way leads to a happy end for herself and Sukandar. While undergoing the trials, she stayed strong and waited for the best momentum from God. The religious characteristics is also seen in figure of Sumardi, who believed that life and death of every human has been determined by God.

3.2. Moral Value

Moral value is a commendable attitude that is carried out by following the conscience. Moral value is something abstracta and determining the good and the bad cannot be measured by the concrete objects. Moral value is showed by several characters in Tragedi Kebun Tebu play. One that stands out is Sumardi. Sumardi is Sukandar’s brother who looked after Sukarsih during Sukandar’s imprisonment. Due to an urgent situation where Sukarsih was forced to sign the divorce paper, Sumadi immediately went to prison and told Sukandar everything so that the problems did not drag on and be resolved immediately. It can be seen in the quotation below.

Sukandar : *Yok apa kabar omah? Terus yok apa kabare Mbak Yu mu?*
   ‘How is everything at home? How’s your sister in law?’

Sumadi : *Ya iki Cak, la mulane aku neng sampeyan, perlu ngabari sampeyan masalah Mbak Yu*
   ‘I come to tell you about sister in law’ (CLHAD No 49 Page 74 Attached on page 89)

Sukandar : *Apa a?*
   ‘What happened?’ (Tragedi Kebun Tebu, No 50 Page 74 Attached on 89)
Sumadi: *Sampeyan digawa neng penjara, mara tuwane sampeyan iku neng omah Cak. Sing isine Mbak Yu dikongkon nandatangi gugatan cerai. Dadine mbiyen iku dirabekna oleh sampeyan iku Cak, Wong tuwane kaya gak setuju, Cak. Sampeyan dinyek anake wong gak gablek, wong mlarat, wong gak duwe, wong kere*

’When you were taken to prison, your father in law came to your home. He told sister in law to sign the divorce paper. The truth is, he did not give his blessing for your marriage. He said that you are poor’ *(Tragedi Kebun Tebu, No 51 page 74 Attached on page 89)*

The quotation above shows that Sumandi tells everything what has been said by Sukarsih’s father. He did this because he felt responsible. He was trusted by Sukandar to look after of Sukarsih which, in a sense, protecting his brother’s family. Because of something urgent had happened, Sumandi felt that Sukandar must know about it immediately.

Moral value in literary works is an assessment of bad or good character conveyed through the characters and also the culture from the past that is contained in the literary works [10]. Based on this statement, moral value in *Tragedi Kebun Tebu* is a sense of responsibility. It is showed through Sumandi who felt responsible to look after of his brother’s family during his brother’s imprisonment. Due to something urgent, he went to the prison to relay everything to Sukandar. This was done because of tremendous sense of responsibility felt by Sumandi. As a small people, Sumandi can become the role model for society not to base the judgement on rich or poor [11].

3.3. Social Value

Social value is the behavior of someone who is related to the other people. In *Tragedi Kebun Tebu* play, social value is showed with a broad scale, namely the nation and the country. The social value of defending the country and the love for the homeland are values emphasized in the play. These two values are possessed by Sukandar and they can be seen in the following quotation.


’Karsih, Sukandar has many faults dear. First, Sukandar cannot give you comfortable life. Second, Sukandar does not respect me as his father in law. He knows that I work in Dutch sugar factory, but he dares to fight against the Dutch. Now he is imprisoned…’

*(Tragedi Kebun Tebu, No 43 Page 69 Attached on page 87)*

Patriotism and nationalism felt by Sukandar in showed through the dialogue between Sukarsih’s father and Sukarsih. Sukandar felt tremendous amount of patriotism and nationalism. Though he lacked in material, he refused to follow any order from the Dutch. Although he was hated by his father in law who worked with the Dutch, Sukandar continued to carry out his principles, fighting against the Dutch and uniting the beloved homeland.

Social value contains a collection of attitudes and feelings which are widely accepted by the society to make decisions about something that is right and important [12]. Social value can be the guidelines for individuals in realizing the actions they want to do. The social value...
described in ludruk play is related to the nation and the country, given that the story background is during Dutch colonization. The social value was highlighted by Sukandar who dared to fight against the Dutch to main the integrity of the country. Although Sukandar did not have stable job, he did not cower to the Dutch and accepted the hatred from his father in law. These social values if applied can become the character or the nation, the character that will become the spirit and the strength of the nation to face every changes and various global challenges [13].

3.4. Cultural Value

Cultural value is value which is owned passed on from generation to generation and it is rooted deeply in a community or ethnic group. The cultural value in Tragedi Kebun Tebu play is a loyalty which is showed by Sukarsih. It can be seen in the quotation below.

| : 'I have said before, dear. What is lacking from Gunandar that makes you reject his proposal? Now he has rank, the director of sugar factory, a wealthy man. The one you chose instead is Sukandar the poor, now you also become poor!' |
| : ‘Dear father, stop talking about the past times. I am now Sukandar’s wife. My life is comfortable. What is it that you truly want? I don’t understand, I don’t understand, father’ |


‘Divorce, father, you want to separate me from Sukandar? What is my fault, father? Why then you became the wali of marriage to Sukandar? Bapak mau memisahkan saya dengan Cak Sukandar? Apa salah saya Pak? Apa salah Cak Sukandar dengan Bapak? You are being unreasonable!’

The quotation above clearly illustrates that Sukarsih was struggling to protect her family from her father’s action. Despite the various reasons stated by her father who asked her to divorce, Sukarsih convinced her father that though she might not have much in her life, she still felt comfortable and happy. Sukarsih also convinced her father by saying that a marriage is something sacred, and her father, who was the wali in the marriage, should not asked them to divorce. The cultural value is an important frameworks in a culture that is abstract in nature and
can only be expressed through observations on human behavior and material objects as a result of reflecting the concepts of patterned actions [12].

The cultural value in Tragedi Kebun Tebu play is loyalty. A person must be brave in defending the principle of love, truth and patriotism [14]. Although Sukarsih’s father asked her to divorce her husband, Sukarsih remained loyal and protected her family. The loyalty showed by Sukarsih is very necessary in living in society. It can be loyalty between friends, in marriage, even loyalty to the nation and the country. Loyalty must be embedded and entrenched in society in order to create a peaceful environment [11]. If the cultural values has embedded in a person’s mind and heart, it will become the guideline in his life and will be difficult to change in short time [15]. The cultural value contained in Tragedi Kebun Tebu play is very universal and relevant with people’s lives today.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Tragedi Kebun Tebu play is one of Javanese literary works in the form of play and contains many educational values. The values contained in the play are religious value, moral value, social value, and cultural value. Patience and fortitude showed by Sukarsih in facing the trials that come insistently deserve praise. Conversely, the haphazard character will reap what he sows. The message conveyed by the author is simple, clear and easy to understand and the audience can quickly grasp the good and bad value.
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